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FFF 2020 TESTIMONIALS

Death Offers Life
Our film “Death Offers Life - last moments of Vincent Van Gogh” was showcased on the first Friday of Dec
2020. After the film a fruitful discussion on the film was also held. I thank Philip Sir for giving us this
opportunity ~ India’s Madhu N.R

Pandemic Prospering Part 1
Being nominated for an award and being showcased at this film festival was a dream come true. Working
with the producer of the event, Phillip Walker, was easy and enjoyable. He takes the time and effort to
showcase your film and give it the respect it deserves. Please submit here in the future! ~ San Bernardino,
California USA’s Travis D. Walker-JD

Banalities
I appreciate this Official Selection and take the opportunity to congratulate FFF for your careful and excellent
work with the Festival . . . I really liked the format you have chosen for your Festival and I hope it has many
editions ahead! ~ Brazil’s Rafael de Andrade

Dialog
FFF is by far one of the most useful festivals for anybody taking film-making seriously. It is just not about
showcasing your talent but, it is about taking in the objectivity of your audience that does justice to your
work. Also, Phillip, your questions have given me ideas to think and reflect upon many of my existing works
and the future too. We need more like you and the exclusivity that this festival brings. ~ India’s Souvik
Chakraborty

Durgn’s Lockdown
I can not express this experience in words! This is an honour, just 8 mega pixel camera mobile film is noticed
on the other side of the globe by film lovers! They talked to me! Asked deep questions about film & cross
checked thought processes - just amazing! This is the first ever international interview in my life! Every first
thing is special in anybody’s life, I will never forget this Chat! This is just special! Love you all! And for

Phillip, you are the heart of this First Friday Films Group! Kudos to you!! Thanks for this honor!! ~ India’s Mitesh Take

An amazing actor in [Phillip E. Walker] ~ Los Angeles, California USA’s Loyola Marymount University
School of Television and Film Graduate Student Vahan Bedelian

What an intriguing film [Death Offers Life] ~ San Bernardino, California USA’s Dr. Kathryn Ervin

The First Friday Films’ Meetup Discussions are lead by Rancho Cucamonga, California USA’s Phillip E. Walker-MFA
who also earned a University of Illinois-Urbana Master of Arts Degree in Theatre History and Criticism.


